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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Nothing shatters the peace of a sunny August morning more than a picture 

of a naked arse mooning at you from your computer screen.  The fact that it was 

accompanied by the deafening sound of flatulence wound up to ear-piercing levels didn’t 

help.  I leapt out of my chair and scrabbled for the volume on my monitor. 

“Are you kidding me with this?  You little sods, why can’t you leave my computer 

alone?”  The kitchen work-surface was thick with miniature bodies, no more than six inches 

tall and wrapped in brown hooded robes.  It was like being invaded by tiny monks.  They 

swarmed around a loaf of bread and large saucer of milk that I had put out for them, rapidly 

devouring the lot with the zeal of a plague of locusts.  Heads turned to look at me from the 

dark recesses of hoods and one of them let out a loud burp which made the rest of them 

giggle.  Brownies.  A curse or a blessing – the jury’s still out on that one. I rolled my eyes 

and turned back to my screen with a sigh.  “Charming,” I muttered under my breath as I 

gingerly pressed buttons to try and remove the offending picture from my screen.  Finally, I 

got rid of it and opened my latest manuscript.  “I’ve told you before: my computer is not a 

toy,” I continued, even though I was sure none of them were paying the slightest bit of 

attention.   “This is my livelihood you lot are messing with.  And I’d better not find any 

extra paragraphs in my next book.  My agent thought I’d lost the plot when she saw what 
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you’d added last time.  Have you any idea how difficult it is to explain away a paragraph of 

hardcore porn in the middle of a deep and meaningful conversation between a nun and an 

archdeacon?”  I ran my hands back through my mop of brown ringlets and laced my fingers 

behind my head.  I scanned the last paragraph I had written the day before.  The story was 

definitely going my way.  I’d found a good balance between the characters, the plot was 

moving on at a good pace and everything was flowing nicely.  Behind me, the Brownies had 

finished their meal and were now scurrying around, tidying up the scene of devastation.  

Within seconds there wasn’t a scrap of evidence that they’d ever been there and silence 

reigned once more. I frowned at the computer screen as I tried to get back into the flow of 

the story. 

I leant forward over the keyboard and experimentally tapped a few words in before 

immediately scrubbing them out again.  I needed a reminder of what was meant to happen 

next.   Notes.  I needed my working notes. I pushed around a few bits of paper on the desk 

and found they weren’t where I’d left them.  I leaned back in my chair and stared around the 

room, searching for my dog-eared pile of scribblings.  That was the one of the many 

problems with Brownies; they kept the place clean and tidy, but nothing ever stayed where 

you put it.  If you left something out, it got squirreled away and if you dared try to hide 

something… well, let’s just say I’d learned very quickly not to try and hide things unless I 

wanted them popping up in the most inopportune places at the most embarrassing moments.   

I got up and began leafing through a wedge of papers on the kitchen table. 

“Guys, where have you put my notes?”  I looked up in surprise as I heard an angry 

hiss followed by a stampede of tiny feet heading my way.  The Brownies had found Nix, my 

cat, and were chasing her across the front room carpet with squeaky whoops of excitement.  

Nix stopped briefly and stared back at her unwanted entourage in disgust.  One of the 

Brownies, unprepared for Nix’s sudden halt, bounced off her rump and the cat pelted 
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forward with a cry of indignation.  “Oh, for some peace!” I growled through clenched teeth 

as I scooped up the disgruntled cat, out of Brownie reach.  Nix clawed her way up onto my 

shoulders so she could glare defiantly at her tormentors with narrowed yellow eyes.  The 

hoard of Brownies gathered around my feet, their tiny hands reaching up for the cat. “Yeah, 

I don’t think so,” I pursed my lips.  “Well, now you’re all here, where have you put my 

notes?”  One of the little robed bodies pointed towards a stacked pile of papers on the coffee 

table and then immediately held his hands up again towards the cat.  Nix grumbled 

anxiously from the safety of my shoulders and dug her claws into my top as if to make a 

point.  “Thanks,” I said, waiting for them to move out of her way.  No one moved.  “And it’s 

still no on the subject of cat tormenting!” I snapped.  There was a burst of disappointed 

muttering and the crowd dispersed from around my feet.  I reached up and scratched Nix’s 

ears. The cat began to purr as she settled around my neck. Her fur was silky soft against my 

skin and I could feel her purring vibrate around my skull.  “You’re welcome,” I said. 

But things never stay harmonious for long.  Two seconds later the doorbell rang and 

Nix leapt off my shoulders in fright, leaving a cluster of scratch marks along my collarbone 

as she raced away.   

“Ow!  For goodness sake, Nix, it’s just the doorbell!” I cursed as I gingerly dabbed 

at the scratches with my fingertips.  I headed for the door with a frown.  This morning had 

been so promising but all I had to show for it so far was an empty computer screen and a 

fresh set of scratch marks.  All of a sudden the glorious summer morning seemed to have 

lost some of its magic.  Just as I began to open the door I heard a noise behind me.  The 

Brownies had wasted no time in hunting Nix down again and she was now at the head of a 

posse of Brownies and wasn’t looking at all pleased about it.  My cat shot out of the front 

door in an angry blur of grey and black fur and I quickly slammed the door shut again before 
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the Brownies could follow.  The three Brownies at the front of the pack careened into the 

door with a dull thud and fell backwards onto the floor.  I bent down, towering over them. 

 “Do you want to end up in a specimen jar?” I hissed.  A brief moment passed while 

the Brownies looked at each other and shrugged.  “Hide!” I said, exasperated.  “Come on, 

shoo!  Shoo!”  I waved my hands at them frantically and it seemed to spur them into action.   

They grabbed their fallen comrades by the scruff of the neck, hauling them away out of 

sight.  I watched them melt away into the shadows before turning my attention back to the 

door.  I took a deep breath and tried to smile.  The doorbell rang again just as I opened the 

door and the woman on the other side dropped her hand from the buzzer in embarrassment, 

smiling awkwardly.  

“Oh!  Sorry, Lena, I… I wasn’t sure you’d heard me the first time.  The door opened 

and your cat shot out but…uh...” she paused, hands flapping as she tried to express words 

her brain couldn’t find. 

“Um, yeah, sorry about that, Ann.  I... I thought I could smell something burning in 

the kitchen.  I didn’t mean to shut the door in your face.  Not sure what I was thinking 

really…” I stood there staring back at her aware I wasn’t making any sense.  “Come on in,” 

I added suddenly.   I stood to one side, glancing anxiously down at the carpet, praying I 

wouldn’t see a Brownie staring back up at me.  I could explain away the appearance of 

mysterious pornographic paragraphs in my books to my agent, but explaining away a 

Brownie to a client was a different kettle of fish. 

Ann stepped into the house with eyes full of admiration.  

“I love your house, Lena,” she gushed.  “I know I say it every time, but I do!  It’s 

such a pretty little place.  Just like a cottage should be.  Tell me again, what are all these 

herbs for?” Ann reached up and gently brushed her fingers across some of the dried flowers 

I had hanging from the wall.  I shrugged my shoulders.   
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“Oh, you know, this and that.  You can use them for all sorts of things.  The lists are 

endless.” 

“Can they be used for lust potions?”  Ann’s face went suddenly serious as she turned 

to look at me. 

“Pardon?”  I grinned, totally unprepared for her question.  Ann’s cheeks flushed red 

and she clasped her hands in front of her.  All of a sudden she was having trouble meeting 

my gaze.  “Oh ho,” I muttered with a smile.  “Now this sounds like something that needs to 

be discussed over a cup of tea and a freshly baked rock cake.”  Ann nodded and followed me 

under the wooden beamed archway into the kitchen.  I filled the kettle and set it on the 

stove.  Even with my back to Ann, I could feel awkwardness radiating off her in waves.  

Ann didn’t say anything at first, she just watched me mill around the little kitchen, picking 

mugs and plates out from the cupboard.  She fiddled with a gold chain bracelet on her wrist, 

clearly beginning to wonder what on earth she was doing about to spill her troubles out to a 

girl half her age, but it didn’t take long for her to relax a little and the words began to pour 

out.  Sometimes you just have to talk to someone or you will explode. 

“I don’t think he finds me attractive anymore,” Ann blurted out.  “Max, I mean.  It’s 

like he doesn’t even want to touch me anymore.  I’ll go to him for a hug and he just pats me 

on the shoulder or something stupid.  I try to cuddle up next to him in bed and he… he just 

turns over!  I can’t cope with it anymore.  I can’t cope with not being wanted.   What 

happened to nights of passion and uncontrollable urges, Lena?  What’s happened to us?  The 

only uncontrollable urges Max gets these days is to fart.  I need something – anything.”  She 

buried her face in her hands, her cheeks blushing red. 

I pulled out the chair next to Ann and took her hand with an easiness that made it the 

most natural gesture in the world.  I looked into Ann’s eyes and saw the hurt that had built 

up; it stole the gleam of happiness from them. 
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“He hasn’t forgotten you, Ann,” I reassured her.  “He just needs some gentle 

reminding about what a wonderful woman you are.  A little…jumpstart, shall we say?” 

“A jumpstart.  What do you mean, jumpstart?”   

“Don’t worry, what I’ve got in mind isn’t going to make him grow a second head or 

anything,” I smiled at the look of concern on Ann’s face.  Close up, I could see the thin lines 

of strain that had appeared around her eyes. She had a few grey hairs at her temples but 

other than that you could never have labelled her as being forty-six. “It’s something simple, 

but amazingly effective –or so I’ve been told.”  I squeezed Ann’s hand and got up to pour 

the tea.  Opening the cupboard by the kitchen window, I pulled out a tin of rock cakes that 

I’d baked the day before.  Baking is great way to unwind and I infused the cakes I baked for 

guests with the calmness I gathered from my mixing bowl.  I put the tin on the table in front 

of my downhearted visitor.  “Go ahead,” I nodded at the cakes.  “Help yourself.” 

“Oh, no, I... I shouldn’t really.  Cakes and things go straight to my hips.” 

“Not these cakes,” I smiled genially.  “I promise.”  Something in my smile seemed to 

put Ann’s mind at rest, and she dipped into the tin and pulled out a rock cake with half a 

cherry balanced on top.  She chomped away happily as I put her mug of tea on the table and 

went into the front room to find one of my books. 

“I hope I’m not keeping you from your work, Lena,” Ann called from the kitchen.  

“I… I’d just got myself into such a state, I didn’t know what to do.”  Another mouthful of 

cake.  “But I knew you would.” 

“I’m flattered you have such faith in me!” I called back as I looked through my 

bookcase.  “And you’re not interrupting me at all.  It’s always good to see you.”  I pulled a 

large book off the shelf and took it into the kitchen. 

“Wow,” Ann said, eyeing the heavy book that I put on the table in front of her with a 

thump.  “That’s one big book.” 
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“Everything a girl could possibly need lies within the pages of this book,” I told her, 

patting the dull leather cover.  “And also a few things that men need, too.  Let’s have a look, 

shall we?”  I winked at her and opened the book at the index.  Running my finger down the 

long columns of tiny writing I found what I was looking for.  “Here you go – nice and 

simple but very effective.”  Ann leaned forward to see what I had found. The rock cake had 

done the trick and a sparkle of mischief glinted in her eyes.  “What I’m going to do is give 

you a piece of white cloth and some spices.  All you need to do is boil the spices before Max 

gets home, soak the cloth in the mixture and then wash with it.  It’ll work like a charm.  

You’ll drive him crazy.”  

“Really?” Ann hardly seemed able to believe it.  “And that’s it?” 

“Sure is.  Contrary to belief, not everything in life has to be complicated.  Nature 

never intended things to be that way.”  As I spoke, I went to my kitchen shelves and pulled 

out some cinnamon, cloves, coriander seeds and cardamom and put them into a small tea 

bag shaped pouch together.  Taking a needle threaded with red cotton, I tacked the top of the 

pouch down and handed it to Ann along with a face flannel sized piece of white cloth.  Ann 

looked down at the little pouch with a delighted smile on her face. 

“I don’t know how to thank you,” she whispered, getting to her feet. “What do I owe 

you?”  She began fumbling about in her bag for her purse. 

“I don’t want your money, Ann.”  I put the lid back on the tin of rock cakes and 

shoved them back into the cupboard.  Nix came banging through the cat flap and leapt up 

onto the work surface behind Ann where she promptly flopped on to her belly and began 

washing her paws.  

“I have to give you something,” Ann insisted doggedly. 

“For a bit of cloth and a few herbs, I don’t think so.”  The two of us stood there 

looking at each other for a brief moment.  Ann was old enough to be my mother and yet 
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there I was giving her advice on her sex life.  Life can be a very funny thing.  Without 

warning, Ann rushed forward and gave me a brief hug before gathering up her handbag.  I 

saw the shimmer of tears in her eyes but I didn’t say anything.   

“I should get going,” Ann said with a sniff.  “I’m going to cook a roast dinner for 

when Max comes home tonight.  And I need to make a pudding, too.” 

“Red candles,” I said as I trailed behind Ann to the door. 

“Pardon?” 

“Red candles,” I repeated.  “How romantic can you get?”  Ann nodded 

enthusiastically.   

“Right, red candles it is.” 

“Have fun,” I smiled.   

“I…” Ann began, but then she broke off and peered over my shoulder with a frown.  

I quickly turned and followed Ann’s gaze.   

“What?” I asked.  “What’s the matter?” 

“Um... please don’t think I’m being rude, Lena,” Ann said hesitantly, “but...do you 

have…um… a mouse problem?” 

“Mice?  I don’t think so.  Why?” 

“I’m sure I just saw your cat swat something small and brown off the side.  It was 

quite big though.  Lena – it couldn’t be a rat, could it?”  I felt my stomach flip.  Damn those 

Brownies. 

“Rats?  No, no, I doubt it was a rat.  Probably just a…a paper bag or something.” 

“Are you sure?  I’m sure it was trying to run away, whatever it was.”  Ann tried to 

get a better view of the kitchen but I guided her by the arm out into the street outside. 
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“Don’t you worry, I’ll find whatever it was,” I told her smoothly.  “Now you’d better 

get to the shops before you run out of time.”  Ann glanced at her watch and sucked in a 

breath.  

“You’re right, you’re right, I should run.” She began to walk away and then turned 

back.  “Thanks Lena.  I mean it, thanks very much.” 

“No worries,” I grinned.  I watched Ann for a few seconds before going back inside 

and closing the door.  I leaned against the hard wood and ground my teeth with anger. 

“What the hell are you playing at?” I yelled at the kitchen.   Someone blew a 

raspberry, which was followed by a chorus of high-pitched giggles.  “I don’t think you’re 

taking me seriously,” I muttered as I stalked back to my computer.  I dropped into my chair 

and stared at the flashing cursor and gave a big sigh.  I rested my fingers on the keys but 

nothing happened. 

My mind was completely blank.   

I had the outline of the novel prepared, of course, but I couldn’t think how to start the 

next bit flowing.  I needed some inspiration.  Sometimes life appeared to be so bland 

compared to the books I write, but that sort of adventure just didn’t happen in real life.  

Couldn’t happen.   I tapped my fingers along the edge of the desk and stared into space, 

letting my vision swim in and out of focus.  Nix began to weave in and out of my legs, 

purring loudly.  I reached down and trailed my fingers along her back.  

“Finally got one of the little buggers, did you, girl?” I whispered.  Nix stared up at 

me with her big yellow eyes and yawned lazily.  I tried yet again to concentrate on my work 

but it looked as though I wasn’t going to write anything dynamic for the moment.  Resigning 

myself to the fact it was going to be an unproductive morning on the writing front, I turned 

off the monitor, rooted out an old pair of blue and grey trainers from the cupboard under the 
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stairs.  Nix meowed questioningly as I pulled out a handful of small plastic bags from under 

the kitchen sink. 

“I’ll be back soon,” I promised.  “I can’t concentrate, that’s all.  Need some time to 

myself.”  I squinted out of the kitchen window at the sunshine outside and nodded.  “I 

suppose now would be as good a time as any to stock up on pollen.  I’m running low and, 

from the way I’m feeling, I’m going to need some for a peace charm sooner or later.”  I 

slipped on a pair of sunglasses and ignored the hiss from Nix as two Brownies attempted 

and clamber onto her back while she wasn’t looking.   

“Oh boy,” I sighed, “do I need some peace.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


